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Randomness in Cryptography
 Cryptographic

algorithms require randomness.



Secret keys must have entropy



Many primiCves must be randomized (Enc, Com, ZK, etc.)

 Common
 But

to assume perfect randomness is available

real‐world randomness is imperfect.
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Main Ques'on: Can we base cryptography
on (realis'c) imperfect randomness?

Imperfect Sources
 Imperfect

source S: family of distribuCons R

saCsfying some property (i.e., entropy)
 “Tolerate”

imperfect source: have one scheme

correctly working for any R in the source S
Main Ques'on (Restated): What imperfect
sources are enough for cryptography?

Extractable Sources
 Sources

permiSng (determinisCc) extracCon of nearly
perfect randomness [vNeu, Eli’72, Blum’85 …]

 Suﬃce

for (almost) anything possible with perfect
randomness

 Bad

news: many sources are non‐extractable 

Non‐Extractable Sources
 Obvious:



Clearly, cannot do crypto

 What




sources with no “entropy”

about “entropy” (weak) sources?

Generally non‐extractable [SV85,CG89] 
Simplest example: γ‐Santha‐Vazirani sources – SV(γ)
 Produces bits b1, b2, … , each having bias at most γ
(possibly dependent on prior bits).



Non‐extractable: for any f: {0,1}n  {0,1}, there exists a
SV(γ) distribuCon s.t. f(SV(γ)) has bias at least γ.

Randomness in Cryptography
Cryptography
is Impossible
No Entropy
(Determinis'c)

Cryptography
is Possible
Extractable
Sources

General (Weak) Entropy Sources?
(Depends on Applica'on)

BPP Simula'on
Impossible
No Entropy
(Determinis'c)

Possible

Weak
Sources

Extractable
Sources

VV’85, SV’86, CG’88, Zuc’96, ACRT’99

Same good news for Crypto?

Authen'ca'on (MACs, Sigs)
Impossible
No Entropy
(Determinis'c)
 Many




Possible

Weak
Sources

Extractable
Sources

(but not all [DS02]) weak sources are suﬃcient for:

MACs [MW’97, DKRS’06]
Signature Schemes [DOPS’04] – under appropriate
hardness assumpCons.

 Intui'on:

only require that it is hard to guess (“forge”)
a long string, so having (min‐)entropy suﬃces

Privacy/Secrecy (Enc, Com, ZK)
Impossible
No Entropy
(Determinis'c)
 SV(γ)





Possible

Weak
Sources

Extractable
Sources

not suﬃcient for:

UncondiConally‐secure encrypCon [MP’90]
ComputaConally‐secure encrypCon [DOPS’04]
Commitment, Zero‐Knowledge, Secret‐Sharing [DOPS’04]

 [BD’07]:

If can generate k‐bit SK from R, can extract k
almost uniform bits from R.


Tradi'onal privacy requires an extractable source.

Privacy/Secrecy (Enc, Com, ZK)
DOPS’04 Main Lemma: Let X be a “weak source”.
If f(X) ≈c g(X), then PrxU[f(x) ≠ g(x)] = negl(k)
 We

require adversary to have a negligible
advantage in disCnguishing (e.g. Enc(0) ≈c Enc(1))

 Can

privacy/secrecy be based on weak (e.g., SV)
sources if we (naturally) relax the security
deﬁni'on?
•

E.g. consider Diﬀeren'al Privacy

Diﬀeren'al Privacy [Dwork’06, DMNS’06]
 Database

D: Array of rows.

Neighboring databases ‐ D1 D2 diﬀer in 1 entry.
 Queries f(D)  Z
 Low sensiCvity queries – answer does not change by
much on neighboring databases.


A mechanism M is ε‐diﬀeren'ally private w.r.t. source
S if for all neighboring databases D1 D2, all distribuCons
R ∈ S, and all possible outcomes z:
Prr←R [M(D1, f ;r) = z] ε
≤ e ≈ 1+ ε
Prr←R [M(D2 , f ;r) = z]

Diﬀeren'al Privacy [Dwork’06, DMNS’06]
 NoCce,




ε cannot be negligible

Implies output of mechanism is negligibly close on any
two diﬀerent databases – not useful.
Hope to overcome impossibility result of DOPS’04.

A mechanism M is ε‐diﬀeren'ally private w.r.t. source
S if for all neighboring databases D1 D2, all distribuCons
R ∈ S, and all possible outcomes z:
Prr←R [M(D1, f ;r) = z] ε
≤ e ≈ 1+ ε
Prr←R [M(D2 , f ;r) = z]

U'lity
A mechanism M has ρ‐u'lity w.r.t. source S if for all
databases D and all distribuCons R ∈ S:

A mechanism M is ε‐diﬀeren'ally private w.r.t. source
S if for all neighboring databases D1 D2, all distribuCons
R ∈ S, and all possible outcomes z:
Prr←R [M(D1, f ;r) = z] ε
≤ e ≈ 1+ ε
Prr←R [M(D2 , f ;r) = z]

Accurate and Private Mechanisms
Can we achieve a good tradeoﬀ between
privacy and uClity?
“non‐trivial”
Family of mechanisms is accurate and private w.r.t.
source S if for all ε > 0 there is Mε that is ε‐DP and
has g(ε) uClity w.r.t S, for some g(.)

Addi've‐Noise Mechanisms (ANM)
M(D,f ; r) = f(D) + Xε(r)

appropriate “noise”
distribuCon

 [DN’03,


DN’04, BDMN’05, DMNS’06, GRS’09, HT’10]
E.g. Add Laplacian noise[DMNS’06]

M(D,f) = f(D) + Lap(1/ε)
M(D,f ; r) = f(D) ± log(r)/ε
 ε‐diﬀerenCally


private and has Θ(1/ε)‐uClity w.r.t. U

Hence, “non‐trivial” w.r.t. U

Our Ques'on
Are weak entropy sources suﬃcient to
achieve “non‐trivial” mechanisms?
Impossible
No Entropy
(Determinis'c)
 Nega've
•

γ‐SV
Sources

Extractable
Sources

result

Additve‐noise mechanisms cannot be “non‐trivial” w.r.t. SV(γ)

 Most


Possible

surprising, posi've result

“Non‐trivial” “SV‐robust” mechanisms for low‐sensiCvity funcCons

 Separa'on

between tradi'onal and diﬀeren'al privacy

A General Lower Bound

T2

First, a useful Lemma:
 Sets T1, T2 ⊂ {0,1}n s.t. |T1| ≥ |T2| > 0
T2 \ T1
 Deﬁne
Degree of disjointness
σ=
T2
• Disjoint: σ = 1
• Contained: σ = 0
 There exists distribuCon SV(γ) s.t.
€

T1
Prr←SV (γ )[r ∈ T1 ]
≥ (1+ γσ ) ⋅
≥ 1+ γσ
Prr←SV (γ )[r ∈ T2 ]
T2
Factor by which SV(γ) can increase raCo.

€

€

T1

A General Lower Bound
 Fix

neighboring databases D1,D2, query f and outcome z
 Deﬁne Tb= {r | M(Db,f ;r) = z}
(i.e., set of coins that make M output z on Db)
Prr←SV (γ )[M(D1, f ;r) = z] Prr←SV (γ )[r ∈ T1 ]
=
Prr←SV (γ )[M(D2 , f ;r) = z] Prr←SV (γ )[r ∈ T2 ]

By lemma
In addiCve‐noise mechanisms:
o T1 , T2 disjoint, so σ = 1
o Explains why cannot have ε‐DP for ε < γ

A General Lower Bound
 Fix

neighboring databases D1,D2, query f and outcome z
 Deﬁne Tb= {r | M(Db,f ;r) = z}
(i.e., set of coins that make M output z on Db)
Prr←SV (γ )[M(D1, f ;r) = z] Prr←SV (γ )[r ∈ T1 ]
=
Prr←SV (γ )[M(D2 , f ;r) = z] Prr←SV (γ )[r ∈ T2 ]

By lemma
Conclusion:
o ε‐DP w.r.t. SV(γ) requires σ ≤ ε/γ = O(ε)
o T1 ∩ T2 must be “big” – a 1 – ε fracCon of T2.

Consistent Sampling (Man’94, Hol’07, MMP+’10)
A mechanism M has ε‐consistent sampling if for all
queries f ∈ F, all neighboring databases D1 D2, and all
possible outcomes z: T1 \ T2
T2

≤ε

Lemma: If M is ε‐consistent, then M is ε‐DP w.r.t. U
€

Proof: Prr←U [M(D1, f ;r) = z] Prr←U [r ∈ T1 ]
=
Prr←U [M(D2 , f ;r) = z] Prr←U [r ∈ T2 ]
n

n

n

n

T1 T1 ∩ T2 T1 \ T2
=
=
+
≤ 1+ ε
T2
T2
T2

A New Mechanism
M(D,f) = [f(D) + Lap(1/ε)]1/ε
 Round



outcome to nearest mulCple of 1/ε

UClity is conserved (asymptoCcally): sCll Θ(1/ε)‐uClity
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outcome to nearest mulCple of 1/ε

UClity is conserved (asymptoCcally): sCll Θ(1/ε)‐uClity

 Guarantees

T1, T2 will intersect on a large fracCon of
coins, as required for ε‐consistent sampling.
 Overcomes our lower bound.

A New Mechanism

M(D,f) = [f(D) + Lap(1/ε)]1/ε

Can we implement it in a “SV‐robust” manner?
 Yes!




But non‐trivial

Not every implementaCon is “SV‐robust”
ε‐consistent sampling is necessary but not suﬃcient

 Deﬁne




Natural deﬁniCon, does not reference SV(γ)
Suﬃcient for “SV robustness”

 Use



ε‐SV‐consistent sampling

arithme'c coding to ensure SV‐consistency

Need to be careful with ﬁnite precision

Diﬀeren'al Privacy – Our Results
Impossible
No Entropy
(Determinis'c)

Possible

γ‐SV
Souces

Extractable
Sources

 DiﬀerenCal

privacy is possible with SV(γ) sources.
 SeparaCon between tradi'onal (Enc/Com/ZK) and
diﬀeren'al privacy.
Weak
Sources

?

Diﬀeren'al Privacy – Our Results
Impossible
No Entropy
(Determinis'c)

Possible

γ‐SV
Souces

Extractable
Sources

 DiﬀerenCal

privacy is possible with SV(γ) sources.
 SeparaCon between tradi'onal (Enc/Com/ZK) and
diﬀeren'al privacy.
 MoCvate consistent sampling as a design paradigm.


Useful applicaCons in upcoming CCS paper [Mir’12].

Thank you!

